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DESMOND DEKKER - In Memoriam 1941 - 2006: 
 
This twenty track CD is a compilation of the last recordings undertaken by the 
famous Ska artist ´Desmond Dekker´. From what I believe these tracks are the 
first time have been recorded in stereo. How do they compare to the originals? 
Well the Ska purists may not be convinced in to picking this up but it´s 
interesting to hear how Desmond Dekker has reworked the songs that made 
hime famous. You know songs like ´007(Shanty Town)´. ´Israelites´, ´It Mek´ 
and ´You Can Get It If You Really Want´. They´re all here and they all seem to 
sound so fresh - It´s hard to believe on hearing this album that Desmond 
Dekker wrote all these classic songs years ago! The production is great and 
captures this great man doing what he does best. Comes neatly packaged with 
some great sleeve notes and is a fitting tribute to some one who brought so 
many years of musical pleasure to so many people. (Secret) 9.5/10 
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To receive regular updates and reduced prices to OG events, click here and become a member for free!! 
WAP address is http://www.fullfrontalrecordings.co.uk/wap/index.wml  
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